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Much like Iran, Iraq
shows poor response
to deadly earthquake
James Snell

London

A

n earthquake of 7.3 magnitude struck Iraq and
Iran on November 12. It
began in the Iraqi area
of Halabja but its tremors were felt across the Middle East
and its effects were extensive.
Osamah Golpy, a journalist at
Rudaw English who was in Halabja
at the time, described the scene:
“I was sitting with two friends in a
park that was close to a main street.
We were having a conversation
when the ground started to shake.
One of my friends told us after a
second or so that this must be an
earthquake. He instantly asked us
to go to the other side of the park
to take shelter, which we did. But I
noticed that we are right under an
electricity pole and trees.”
“My biggest fear was [that] the
poles [would] fall. I asked them
that we move further across the
street, away from the trees and the
poles,” Golpy said.
“But during this, I heard people
making their way out from a store,
many screaming out of fear. There
was a woman who could not stop
crying. She was in total panic. After
a few minutes, lots of cars started
to drive fast as they were trying to
make their way to the nearby hospital.”
Estimates that that earthquake
has killed at least 530 people and
injured
approximately
10,000
make it one of the deadliest natural
disasters this year.
The casualties did not fall evenly.
Most of the deaths and injuries occurred in Iran. Iraq did not escape
unscathed, however; its northern
Kurdish region was affected but the
death toll there was less than 10.
In Iran, as many as 30,000 homes

have been damaged and several
villages were reported almost completely destroyed. This is an immense tragedy. But the Iranian government has not escaped blame.
Abdulla Hawez, an analyst at
King’s College London who studies
the region, said that despite all this
damage, Iran has declined “request
for help [from] other countries and
international NGOs.”
Many observers have criticised
this response. Iran’s supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, offered
his own criticism of his country’s
reaction to the disaster, saying he
was “not satisfied” and that some
officials needed to “double their efforts.”
The root of this failure is more
than simple laziness on the part of
government officials, however.
“[All] the Iranian authorities
have done has been giving each
family that has been most affected
by the quake $500, which is too little, given that in the most affected
areas these families have lost their
house and many have also lost
their cars,” Hawez said.
Far fewer lost their lives or were
injured in Iraq than in Iran. But
though this may be partially due to
chance, some credit must be given
to those in authority who responded to this tragic event.
Attributing credit within Iraq is
not easy. As the Kurdish areas of
northern Iraq are autonomous, it
is sometimes difficult to see where
the responsibility of the Kurdistan
Regional Government (KRG) begins
and that of the Iraqi state ends.
Hawez noted that, in its response, “the KRG has dedicated
over $100,000 to compensate the
affected families.” In general, he
said, “the KRG response is poor,
but given the KRG is going through
a very severe economic crisis, the
modest response has not been surprising.”

Tragic aftermath. A man rides a motorcycle past a damaged building following an earthquake in the
town of Darbandikhan near the city of Sulaimaniyah in the semi-autonomous Kurdish region, on
November 13.										
(Reuters)
Golpy said: “I believe that it was
the KRG who did most of the work
on the ground, mainly because the
areas hit are located in the Kurdistan region.”
Internationally, the earthquake
has spurred some international as-

Estimates that that
earthquake has killed
at least 530 people and
injured approximately
10,000 make it one of
the deadliest natural
disasters this year.

sistance.
Turkey had closed its border
with Iraqi Kurdistan in response
to the KRG’s disputed independence referendum last month, but
“in Iraq, the quickest response was
surprisingly from Turkey,” Hawez
said. Turkey opened its border,
provided material aid and facilitated the movement of Red Crescent
convoys into Iraqi Kurdistan. It is
unlikely this occurred without the
Iraqi federal government’s authorisation and support.
Hawez said that “the poorest response has been from Iraq, [which]
has almost done nothing to reach
out to the people in the affected
areas.”
“The only place we see Iraq taking part of the response is the Darbandikhan dam, the place worst hit
in Kurdistan,” said Golpy. He noted
that many Kurds think the Iraqi

state only took an interest in the
dam because, if it were damaged,
it would affect more than just Iraq’s
Kurds.
Still, Golpy reiterates: “Baghdad
and Erbil worked together to repair
the dam.”
In the aftermath of natural disasters, there are chaos and disarray
and suggestions of administrative
failure. In Iraq after the earthquake, following the failure and
success of the central government
and the KRG is rendered difficult.
People are likely to blame the two
sides for not working together efficiently.
These criticisms are valid. But
the Iraqi state, the KRG and its
Turkish neighbour still succeeded
where Iran appears to have tragically failed.
James Snell is a British journalist.

Iraq’s Tuz Khurmatu: A town rich in history and conflict
Nermeen Mufti

Tuz Khurmatu

T

he Turkmen residents of
Tuz Khurmatu say their
ancestors built the Iraqi
town that they inhabit
approximately 800 years
ago. The area was among places
whose history dates to the ancient
Sumerian era.
The town is 70km south of
Kirkuk and 180km north of Baghdad. It lies on the main route that
links those cities, which gives Tuz
Khurmatu a strategic importance.
The town’s name is said to mean
“salt and dates” in the Turkmen
language. In addition to sitting on
oil reserves, the area boasts of fertile farming land.
There were many stages that
led to the Turkmen-majority town
becoming ethnically mixed. In
1959, Iraqi Prime Minister Abd alKarim Qasim opened a new neighbourhood called al-Jumhuriyah
for Kurdish residents. In the late
1970s, the Iraqi government made
the town, which was administered by Kirkuk, part of the newly
formed Saladin province. That
move increased the number of
Arab residents.
After 2003, more Kurdish residents moved into the town that
has become among the disputed
areas between Iraq’s central government and the Kurdistan Regional Authority (KRG). Since
then, ethnic tensions have resulted in violence.
The latest incident of friction

came after Iraqi Prime Minister
Haider al-Abadi ordered the handing over of control of the disputed
territories from peshmerga fighters to Iraqi forces. Although the
process was largely peaceful in the
rest of the country, Tuz Khurmatu
experienced clashes between the
peshmerga and Iraqi government
forces, supported by Turkmen
units in the Popular Mobilisation
Forces (PMF).
“Within hours the lives of countless men, women and children
were devastated in Tuz Khurmatu.
Thousands have lost their homes,
shops and everything they owned.
They are now scattered in nearby
camps, villages and cities, wondering whether they will ever be
able to return,” said Lynn Maalouf,

Middle East research director for
Amnesty International.
“The Iraqi authorities already
stated they would not tolerate attacks against civilians and would
hold perpetrators accountable.
They must now put word to action
and promptly initiate impartial investigations into these violations.
Victims must receive full reparation and those responsible held to
account,” Maalouf said.
The rights group said the targets
of the recent attacks were predominately Kurdish but Turkmen residents said they had been attacked
first by the peshmerga.
A report by police officer Nidham Fadhil said armed Kurds fired
mortars into Turkmen neighbourhoods, killing ten people.

Beleaguered town. A view of a street in the Iraqi town of
Tuz Khurmatu.
(Nermeen Mufti)

Ali al-Bayati, a spokesman for
the Iraqi Independent Human
Rights Commission (IHRC), said
there have been “individual cases” of revenge attacks by locals
against each other but there have
been no systematic attacks by Iraqi forces or the PMF.
Mohammed Koja, an adviser to
the president of the Saladin Provisional Council, said members of
his Turkmen community had been
killed, kidnapped or had their
houses bombed and burned over
the last 14 years.
“[Kurdish] attempts to make demographic changes [in Tuz Khurmatu] became obvious in the first
months of the occupation when
the Kurds attacked and [damaged]
Marsa Ali tomb,” which is revered
by the Turkmen of the town, Koja
said.
Turkmen residents alleged that
Kurdish neighbourhoods receive
better electricity and security services and accused the town’s mayor — a Kurd — of favouritism.
“Why do we have a Kurdish mayor when Turkmen candidates are
the ones who win a majority in local elections? Although Tuz Khurmatu is linked administratively to
Saladin province, the mayor deals
with the KRG,” said Koja.
Arab
residents
also
complained of discrimination against
them by Kurdish authorities, although there have been clashes
between Arab and Turkmen residents too. In addition to ethnic
differences,
Tuz
Khurmatu’s
communities belong to different
branches of Islam: The Turkmen
are mainly Shias there while the

Arabs and Kurds are predominately Sunnis.
Community tensions aside,
there
were
allegations
that
militants from Turkey’s outlawed Kurdistan Workers’ Party
(PKK) were involved in shelling
Turkmen homes in Tuz Khurmatu. Ali al-Hussainy, vice-chairman
of the Tuz Khurmatu council,
said his house was destroyed by
mortars from the PKK and peshmerga.

There were a number
of stages that led the
Turkmen-majority
town to become
ethnically mixed.
While Kurdish residents said
they felt unsafe following the expulsion of the peshmerga, their
Turkmen counterparts said they
had never felt safer. “For the first
time in 14 years, we felt secure,”
Qasim Awni, a writer, said.
While
the
Islamic-calendar
month of Muharram is usually
observed with signs of sadness
by Shia Muslims over the death
of the revered Imam Hussain, this
year many Shia Turkmen were celebrating in the town.
The Turkmen residents sang a
song that is part of their heritage
but modified its lyrics. Instead of
the original “I do not know why
the Tuz Mountains are sad,” they
chanted: “The Tuz Mountains are
happy.”
Nermeen Mufti is an Iraqi
journalist based in Baghdad.

